
OPERATING INSTRUCTIONS

2000 mTorr Thermocouple Vacuum Gauges

Your 2000 mTorr Thermocouple Gauge has been calibrated at the factory

using N.I.S.T. Traceable Vacuum Gauges.  All you need to do is install the

gauge tube in your vacuum system and plug it into the octal connector on

the Gauge Tube Cable.  Then, connect the vacuum gauge line cord to AC

Power and the instrument is ready for operation.

These instruments operate with the following manufacturer’s Gauge Tubes:

                         Varian          531 and 536

                         MDC           TGT 531S

                         VRC            531 Stainless Steel

Instruments may be ordered for operation on either 115 V, 60 Hz or 230 V,

50 Hz power.  Be certain that your power matches the voltage on the instru-

ment’s serial number tag.

Calibration

If in the future you want to verify the calibration of your gauge, please follow

this procedure.

Note:    Be advised that the calibration of Thermocouple Gauges is

            affected by changes in length of the gauge tube (sensor) cable.

            When calibrating, be sure to do so with the same cable length

            as is used during actual operation of the gauge.

1. Connect a new, clean gauge tube to a vacuum system with pressure

below 1 x 10-4 Torr and let the vacuum gauge warm up for 15 minutes.

The gauge should read zero, if it does not, proceed to the next step.

2. Verify the mechanical zero of the meter.  Disconnect the AC power and

make sure the instrument is straight upright; not lying on its back.  The

meter pointer should now be just barely below zero.  When looking at the

meter straight on, you should see a small bit of white showing between the

pointer and the zero mark.  Adjust the front panel screw if required.

3. After adjusting the mechanical meter zero, a new gauge tube at 1 x 10-4

should read zero after a 15 minute warm up.  If it does not, adjust the zero

pot. Location of this pot for indicator and controller models is shown on the

drawings on the following pages.
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4. Vent the gauge tube to atmosphere and adjust the span pot until the

meter reads between the two 'ATM' lines.  (The span pot is located to the

left of the analog output connector when viewing the instrument from the

rear.)

Gauge Tube Wiring

Hold the gauge tube with the connector

pins pointing towards you and the key at

the 6 o'clock position.  The pin at 7 o'clock

is pin number one.  The pin at 5 o'clock is

number 8.  When the tube is good and at

atmospheric pressure, the resistance

between pins 1 and 5 will be approximately

1.7 ohms.  Between pins 3 and 7 the

resistance should be approximately 1.4

ohms.  

Do not make resistance measurements

when the tube is at vacuum.

If the resistance values are higher than specified, the tube is broken and

must be replaced.

Analog Output

The analog output is nominally 0-5 VDC.  For the analog gauge with no set

points the connection is available at the small plug extending radially from

the side of the can at about 4 o'clock.  The voltage is zero at hard vacuum

and 4.45 volts at ATM.  The output is non-linear and a chart is provided on

the back page showing output voltage vs. pressure.

Analog Gauge Controller with Analog Output and 2 Set Points

Gauge Tube Pins



Volts,

d.c.

Pressure in

mTorr

Pressure in

mbar

Pressure in

Pascal

.000 0 0 0

.054 10 13.3 1.33

.525 20 26.6 2.66

.750 30 40 4.00

.970 40 53.3 5.33

1.17 50 66.6 6.66

1.52 70 93.3 9.33

1.81 90 120.0 12.00

1.94 100 133.3 13.33

2.16 120 160.0 16.00

2.54 150 200.0 20.00

2.80 200 266.6 26.66

3.25 300 400.0 40.00

3.54 400 533.2 53.33

3.70 500 666.5 66.66

4.04 1000 1,333. 133.3

4.21 2000 2666. 266.6

4.43 atmos. atmos. atmos.

Analog Output Voltage

4
p/n V795034
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